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The mass, energy, space and time systemic theory-MEST change
the orbit of earth and dark comet to avoid their impaction each other
DAYONG CAO, Beijing Natural Providence Science & Technology Development
Co., Ltd — Things have their own system of mass, energy, space and time of them-
self. (The MEST for short there in after). The time is from the frequency of wave,
the spac is from the amplitude square of wave. There is the transmutation (and
interaction) between the space-time and mass-energy. There is the balance system
between the space-time and mass-energy. Sun and its companion dark hole make up
of MEST. Because there is the “transmutation” and the “balance system” between
sun and its companion dark hole. So the “pseudo” dark mass-energy go into sun,
control and ignite its nuclear fission-fusion (of sun of mass-energy); the “pseudo”
light go into the dark hole, control and ignite its nuclear fission-fusion (of dark hole
of space-time). The dark mass-energy make up of the negative proton and the nega-
tive neutron. And the dark atom of the dark comet make up of the dark photon, the
dark neutrino and the dark muon. The companion dark hole will go near sun and
take the dark comet to impact our earth. We need study their “transmutation” and
their “balance system,” and need find a new energy both of the nuclear fission-fusion
of sun and the “nuclear fission-fusion” of dark hole. We will use them to change the
orbit of earth and dark comet, and will avoid the dark comet to impact our earth-a
astronomic orbital engineering. Not only we need change the mass-energy to the
space-time, but also we need change the space-time to the mass-energy.
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